Cellular expression of alpha-fetoprotein gene and its relation to albumin gene expression during rat azo-dye hepatocarcinogenesis.
During hepatocarcinogenesis, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) synthesis may be dramatically increased while albumin synthesis is frequently decreased. Therefore, a reciprocal modulation between both gene expressions has been hypothesized. In this work, we combined in situ hybridization and immunoperoxidase on parallel liver tissue sections in order to analyze at the cellular level, AFP gene expression and its relation to ALB gene expression in both early and neoplastic lesions induced by 3MeDAB in the rat. In early lesions, cell populations were heterogenous as regards AFP expression. High levels of AFP transcripts were detected both in oval type cells and in a subset of basophilic hepatocytes within preneoplastic lesions. In these two highly AFP-expressing cell populations, significant levels of ALB transcripts were concomitantly detected. In the majority of altered hepatocytes, no AFP expression was detected while the level of ALB expression was decreased. In neoplastic lesions, AFP expression was strikingly heterogenous and independent from the degree of morphological differentiation. No evidence of reciprocal modulation with ALB gene expression could be assessed. In both preneoplastic and neoplastic lesions, a few altered hepatocytes displayed significant levels of AFP transcripts while no corresponding protein could be detected; such a discrepancy was not observed for ALB. This work shows that during 3MeDAB hepatocarcinogenesis, AFP gene activation occurs in heterogenous cell populations and according to different cellular patterns. Our observations lend no support to the hypothesis of a reciprocal modulation between AFP and ALB gene expressions during rat azo-dye hepatocarcinogenesis.